images of the Mars surface available to all on the internet, NASA has provided images to inspire a generation, all because a scientist or researcher had a requirement to see something unusual.
Digital Television technology will give NASA unprecedented new tools for acquiring, analyzing, and distributing video. This paper will explore NASA's DTV future.
The agency has a requirement to move video from one NASA Center to another, in real time. Specifics will be provided relating to the NASA video infrastructure, including video from the Space Shuttle and from the various Centers.
A comparison of the pros and cons of interlace and progressive scanned images will be presented.
Introduction
If one was asked to name the most memorable moments of the US Space Program, Sincemuchof whatresearchers arelookingfor is not only finite anddetailed,but also somethingthathappens in lessthana second, high frameratesareoften required. For thatreason, high-speedfilm will continueto betheimagecaptureformatof choicefor suchthingsaslaunchanalysis.The adventof advanced telecinesthathavethe ability to capturefilm framesasdatadramaticallyincreases the valueof the film asananalysis tool.
Eachof thesenon-broadcast usesof videoby NASA will beexploredin moredetail: • GE2-5 carries 2 video signals multiplexed @ half frame rate • GE2-9 is NASA Television NASA is continuing to examine industry initiatives to improve video compression algorithms in order to improve throughput and performance. NASA feels that enhancements in this area will be key to reducing the cost of transmitting video while maintaining or improving levels of service.
NASA will still utilize satellite transmission to support needed video multicast transmission requirements until terrestrial service offerings are available that provide needed capabilities at a lower cost with comparable or greater reliability. NASA optimistically continues to examine new video transmission service and technology offerings that will benefit its goal to disseminate video of all program activities. Figure 4 depicts the possible on-orbit configuration that NASA is working toward in the near future.
Shuttle Video/Data
Possible On-Orbit Configuration NASA's future and long term goal for distributing NASA video is to eliminate "tape" copies by sending electronic files. In this mode, the video files would be placed on a video server and customers would access the files via direct server connectivity or an URL connection.
Digital Video Imagery
In the analog television environment, video has played an important role within NASA for verification of events. But, due to the limitations of analog, video has not typically been used as a measurement tool. With square pixels and the ability to transfer images directly into computers, digital television is providing new tools for NASA researchers.
As it is in many organizations, the migration to digital video within NASA has been slow. Each of the NASA field centers has independent budgets for video systems The line chart, back focus chart, and text chart were rotated on a turntable to simulate motion. The angular rate of motion was 3.34 degrees per field/frame at 59.94 FPS. All other material was shot static, with the exception of the soccer ball, which was bounced off the floor.
It was theorized before the test that distortions would be added to an interlaced picture by doing still images in field mode. Stills in this mode use a single field repeated to make a complete frame. This in effect does line doubling of the signal, which causes horizontal lines to be thicker than they should be. In practice, this was found to be the case. When using frame still mode on the VTR, interfield jitter precludes the use of the image for analysis. Video for analysis is used more as a series of stills than as motion video, which makes freeze frame performance critical.
Interlace HDTV -Freeze Frame Progressive HDTV -Freeze Frame Progressive scan video does not have this problem.
There was never a case where jitter or line doubling occurred.
It should be noted that with either interlace or progressive, it is necessary to shutter the camera to achieve acceptable results with moving objects. Even at 1/1000 of a second shutter speed, the outside edges of rotating charts were slightly blurry or showed some aliasing.
Of greatest interest was the performance of the cameras on high detail still images. It was theorized before the test that there would be little significant difference between the cameras, with the edge going to the interlace camera due to it's higher resolution imagers. This did not turn out to be the case.
On the resolution chart, both cameras showed 800 lines of resolution (the limit of the chart) in both horizontal and vertical, although only horizontal resolution was valid due to framing of the chart. The interlace camera had significant twitter on the horizontal wedges at 600 lines and above in frame or field freeze mode. The progressive camera showed no distortions in freeze frame.
Interlace HDTV -Resolution Chart Horizontal Wedges
Progressive HDTV -Resolution Chart Horizontal Wedges
With the $20 bill shot edge to edge, the engraving pattern behind the portrait of Andrew Jackson showed significant distortion on the interlace camera regardless of mode. In frame freeze, beat patterns formed chevrons in part of the pattern (this was partially due to the monitor).
In field freeze, the curves in the lines of the pattern changed direction, from a downward curve to an upward curve. The progressive camera showed light beating in the pattern, resulting in a slight moir6 effect (also partly due to the monitor). Aside from that, there were no distortions to the image.
Interlace HDTV -Frame Freeze, Close-up of $20 bill Engraving film projector is utilized that allows a specific frame from a film print to be observed on a screen without damaging the film. If further analysis is required, a film transfer to analog component video is provided, then selected frames are digitized using a mid-range computer.
In the future, specific frames of video will be converted directly as data for analysis. Tests have been conducted utilizing an HD telecine and color corrector.
Frames from an
A-wind first generation film print were color corrected and saved as 2K by 2K data files on a digital linear tape. Also, portions of selected frames were saved as 2K by 2K files. Not surprisingly, the images from 16MM frames were very grainy, particularly when a portion of the frame was digitized. Nevertheless, the image was sufficient to determine what occurred during that fraction of a second in time, in this case, the drogue shoot door hitting the end of a Main Engine during the launch of STS-95, John Glenn's return to space. In all cases, the image quality from 16MM and 35MM film frames using an I--if) telecine was far superior to any frame capture methods utilized currently by NASA.
Besides launches, NASA conducts research and testing at its field centers that require high-speed motion picture film. In some cases, such as explosive bolt testing, the event being recorded occurs in thousandths of a second. HD transfers at 30FPS eliminate 3:2 pull-down, allowing for frame by frame continuity. Conversion of frames or portions of frames directly to data, will greatly enhance the value of film as a recording medium for research and engineering.
Conclusion
In the coming decade, NASA has plans to fly a remote piloted aircraft on Mars, capture and return comet dust, and explore ice caps on Europa, a moon of Jupiter. With DTV technology, images from missions such as these will take their place beside memorable images from NASA's past. At the same time, DTV technology will give researchers better tools to inspire a new generation of exploration.
